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17th  June 2020. 

 

Dear Patient: 

                         We hope this finds you and your family in good health. As we look back on our 

first week, it’s been an amazing week. It’s been hard, but it’s been incredibly enjoyable. 

We’ve had the chance to refine our protocols, make sure we were safe and to bring the 

members of the team that were furloughed back up to speed. 

And now it’s time to move on. 

We’ve been rightly prioritising those with urgent need. So anyone who has had an issue 

during Covid, no matter how small, now is the time to contact us. The treatment may be 

temporary, but we’ll do something. 

We are pleased to be able to offer routine examination and hygiene appointments. If you 

have received a recall or are now due, please get in touch and we will be happy to book 

those in for you. 

 There is spare hygiene capacity at the moment, so if anyone is due a hygiene appointment  

and wants one, give us a call. With current guidelines restricting the use of ultrasonic 

scalers, it will be hand scale only. 

Routine fillings are a bit more difficult. For a routine filling appointment, we now  take 10 

minutes to set up the surgery, 30 minutes treatment , but then the surgery has to be left 

empty for an hour followed by a 20 minute clean. So it’s a two hour appointment, for what 

used to take us half an hour. Understandably we have to limit routine treatments to a few 

appointments a day.  

Most routine fillings have been postponed until the middle of July, and hopefully the level of 

virus in the community will have fallen to allow guidance to be changed. If not, then some of 

these planned appointments will need rearranging and our team will be in touch with you.  

Moving forward, those patients attending for examinations and needing treatment are 

being given the choice to either book routine treatment in September or to join a wait list 

which will be prioritised based on urgent need. 

 

 



The dentists with special interests, Ruben (Restorative Dentistry), Andy (Root canals) and 

Neil (Implants) will be returning at the end of the month. For those of you waiting to see any 

of the above, we’ve looked at their case load and prioritised their appointments, and we’ll 

be in touch with a revised schedule.   

We are also trying to streamline the reception process. Prior to your appointment we were 

completing a pre appointment screening phone call, but now you may find you get an e mail 

instead. Please reply by e mail if possible as it speeds up the process massively. 

We envisage the appointment books getting very busy as the year goes on, so please do not 

put off booking your appointments. We are happy to book well in advance, so please get in 

touch and arrange any appointment that you are due or need. 

Many thanks for your attention and if there are any concerns please contact the reception 

team, preferably on reception@ghyllmountdental.co.uk 

 

Yours sincerely 

John Lewis 

Practice Principal 
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